
AN ANALYSIS OF SARTY IN BARN BURNING BY WILLIAM FAULKNER

In William Faulknerâ€™s story, â€œBarn Burningâ€•, we find a young man who struggles with the relationship he has
with his father. We see Sarty (Colonel Sartoris Snopes), the young man, develop into an adult while dealing with the
many crude actions and ways of Abner, his father.

Sarty has to finally realize that blood is not always thicker than water. Before Snopes leaves the house, he
instructs his wife to hold Sarty tightly, knowing that his son will warn de Spain of the impending barn burning
and thwart his revenge. Due to seasons and crop rotation, in order to secure work they had to reserve land with
different landowners. He never again appears in any of Faulkner's works, although Abner Snopes and Sarty's
older brother become central figures in other stories and novels. Later on that night Abner hits Sarty. Maybe
it's when he realizes that his father and brother know he doesn't want them to burn down the barn, but are
going to do it anyway. One of the principle points of similarities between these two is related to their
personalities both male characters are prone to fits of action which they can only fully understand if at all in
hindsight. For he is a Snopessharecropper and barn burner. Harris claimed that a black man delivered a
threatening message to him from Snopes; now, Snopes is not going to give de Spain any warning. Sarty begins
to talk about how he and his family hop from place to place going where ever his farther wants to go. Not only
that, but the sight of the mansion might even change his father so that he doesn't even want to burn barns
anymore. His father is a man who has seen the brutality of war and has a very cold heart. When Sarty doesn't
answer he strikes him, telling him: Quote from William Faulkner's "Barn Burning" Source Sarty then
confesses that yes, yes he was going to tell the court the truth. Sarty's full name "Colonel Sartoris Snopes"
illustrates the conflict raging within him. Reading example essays works the same way! Are these essay
examples edited? The narrative focuses on what must be the boy, Sarty's, sensations of cheese smells and
angry voices. Sarty seems confused by the fight and it is only after his father intervenes and tells him to get in
the wagon that he understands what happened and realizes he's hurt. Sarty complies but he's concerned. Being
a sharecropper, Ab and his family had to share half or two-thirds of the harvest with the landowner and out of
their share pay for the necessities of life. Later, not satisfied with the way his two "bovine" daughters do the
job, Snopes picks up a field stone and begins to vigorously scrub â€” and ruin â€” the rug himself. In the story
Barn Burning that was written by the author William Faulkner, a story is told of a boy named Colonel Sartoris
Snopes who lives with his family. For more information on choosing credible sources for your paper, check
out this blog post. You never will. And nope, we don't source our examples from our editing service! Sarty is
headed "toward the dark woods," from which he hears birds calling.


